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Fig. 1: The structure of Loandra.

I. PRELIMINARIES

We brie�y overview the Loandra MaxSAT-solver as it
participated in the incomplete track of the 2019 MaxSAT Eval-
uation. A more thorough discussion can be found in [4]. We
assume familiarity with conjunctive normal form (CNF) for-
mulas and weighted partial maximum satis�ability (MaxSAT).
Treating a CNF formula as a set of clauses a MaxSAT instance
F consists of two CNF formulas, the hard clausesFh and the
soft clausesFs, as well a weightwc associated with each
C 2 Fs. A solution to F is an assignment� that satis�es
Fh . The cost of a solution� is the sum of weights of the
soft clauses falsi�ed by� . An optimal solution is one with
minimum cost over all solutions. An unsatis�able core� of
F is a subset of soft clauses s.t.Fh ^ � is unsatis�able.

II. CORE-BOOSTEDL INEAR SEARCH

Loandra consists of two main components: CORE-GUIDED,
a core-guided reformulation algorithm extended with strati-
�cation [1], and LIN-SEARCH, a SAT/UNSAT linear search
algorithm. Both components make extensive use of Boolean
Satis�ability (SAT) solvers. On inputF , CORE-GUIDED

searches for an optimal MaxSAT solution by iteratively ex-
tracting unsatis�able cores with a SAT solver and modifying
a working instance (initialised toF ) in order to rule out
them as sources of unsatis�ability. LIN-SEARCH iteratively
queries the SAT solver for a solution of lower cost that the
currently best known one. Both components arecomplete, i.e.
given enough time and memory, both will compute an optimal
solution. More importantly for the incomplete track, they also
areany-time, i.e. both can output intermediate solutions during

search. Note that strati�cation allows treating CORE-GUIDED

as an any-time algorithm.
Figure 1 overviews the structure of Loandra. It uses core-

boosting as described in [4] in order to exploit the strengths
and alleviate the weaknesses of its individual components. On
input F Loandra starts in a core-guided phase by invoking
CORE-GUIDED on F . If the optimal solution isn't found
within the time allocated to the core-guided phase, the execu-
tion switches to a linear phase and LIN-SEARCH is invoked
with � ?, the best solution found by the core-guided phase,
and Fw , the �nal working instance of CORE-GUIDED. The
linear search runs until either �nding the optimal solution or
reaching the time out, at which point the currently best known
solution is returned.

III. I MPLEMENTATION DETAILS

The version of Loandra that entered the 2019 Evaluation
is the same one as was experimented on in [4]. As the
instantiation of CORE-GUIDED we use a reimplementation
of the PMRES [8] MaxSAT algorithm extended with weight
aware core extraction (WCE) [5] and clause hardening. The
core-guided phase runs until no more cores can be found with
the strati�cation bound set to1, or 30s has passed.

As the instantiation of LIN-SEARCH we use a reimplemen-
tation of LinSBPS [3], SAT/UNSAT linear search extended
with solution-based phase saving and varying resolution. Fol-
lowing LinSBPS we use the generalized totalizer encoding [6]
to convert the PB constraints needed in linear search to
CNF. All algorithms are implemented on top of the publicly
available Open-WBO system [7] using Glucose 4.1 [2] as the
back-end SAT solver.

IV. COMPILATION AND USAGE

Building and using Loandra resembles building and using
Open-WBO. A statically linked version of Loandra in release
mode can be built by runningMAKE RS in the base folder.

After building, Loandra can be invoked from the terminal.
Except for the formula �le, Loandra accepts a number of
command line arguments: the �ag-pmreslin-cglim sets the
maximum time that the core-guided phase can run for (in
seconds). The rest of the �ags resemble the �ags accepted
by Open-WBO; invoke ./loandrastatic –help-verb for more
information.
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